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Suzanne Duckworth. Gale Summer. City Kids
Wilderness Project. Lori Carlson. Terry Bart Band.
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Our Mission:

To help create a safer and more 
sane world through empowering  
young people, individuals, and 

families to live and act with 
kindness, compassion, and 
wisdom in all facets of life.
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“Sometimes a person needs a
story more than food to stay

alive. That  is why we put
these stories in each other’s
memory. This  is how people

care for themselves."
- BADGER

Crow and Weasel, by Barry Lopez

What makes a story, but our
experience of an event? And doesn’t our
experience drive who we are in the world?
Aren’t our stories, therefore, an integral
part of how we create ourselves for others
to see? We write them down, speak them
over the phone, email them to friends and
whisper them in the dark. We use them as
incentives to become stronger, more cer-
tain, more demonstrative of who imagine
we can be. 

In this issue, as we share stories
from each of our experiences, we invite
you to witness the words of who we are
and why, and to ponder the adage, “It’s
impossible to hate a man once you know
his story.” We use our stories to bond us
together in our sameness, to celebrate our
differences as the gifts we are to creation,
and to inspire others to gather together
the many facets of their own lives, and
create a story and a life so compelling that
all of us will remember it forever.
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JACKIE: Professional Singing Debut at Warbirds Cafe
RYLYN: New Job at Albertson’s to support her NEW HORSE
HILLARY:  Western Region J-4 Alpine Ski Championships 
KENDRA: Artistic Design:The Refuge Career Training 

Corps
BETSY: Grand Champion 4-H Presentation  
KIRA: People to People Seminar Nominee, Washington, DC
KESTREL: 5th Place: Northwest Pacific Region Ice Skating 

Championships 
BLANCA: Multiple JHHS Swim Team Firsts
SAMI: “String Fest” Performance with Utah Symphony 

guest conductor Barbara Scowcroft
AUSTIN: ”Dead Eye” Marksmanship Shooting (working 

towards Olympics) 

2005 Milestones
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Raptor Visit Sparks
Art and Discussion

Piercing yellow eyes locked onto
the Horse Warriors students as they
sat motionless in the dimly lit room. A
great Horned Owl, a Peregrine Falcon
and a Red Tailed Hawk took turns
staring intently at every subtle move-
ment in the strange surroundings.

A visit with Roger Smith, Director
of the Raptor Fund, included stories of
how each of the wounded or rejected
birds had found their way to his
refuge. Horse Warriors students
shared their own experiences of learn-
ing how to communicate with animals
( their horses) without words. They
found that their experiences of build-
ing trust were similar to what Roger
had to do to be able to work with the
wounded wild birds. While they dis-

cussed the moral dilemma of captive wild animals, the students sketched the
birds. Roger showed the intricately made tiny hoods each bird wore while
traveling to protect its head and to help keep it calm in strange surroundings. 

Farewells, Thank Yous, and Welcomes
We sadly bid Farewell to two of our long-time 

Board Members:
Kathie Brazinski and Alison Brush

who are going to be sorely  missed,
and extend a Hearty Welcome to:

Margot Belden, Mark Hassler and Faith May
who have already generously donated much time and assistance 

                        



 

Arena Activities:
Groundwork 

Bareback Riding
Obstacle Work

Students Teaching Their
Parents Horsemanship

Independent Riding  
Peer Mentoring

Jumping
Games

Arena Based
Programs Include:

Power Ponies
Mighty Mustangs
Horse Warriors 

(Intro: Level 1)
(Refresher: Level 2-4)
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The ”Everybody Has A Story” Project

Hats off and pencils raised to VSA Arts of Wyoming
and Teton County’s Arts for All programs!! We thank
them for collaborating with us through a grant to focus
on stories through art and writing. This past year our
students met in discussion groups and out on the trail to
explore who they were through the stories they carried
with them. 

Guest artist Cate Cabot met regularly to help inspire
student writing through flow exercises, collage and brief
intro bits which students could run with however they
liked. Even the most reluctant writers let their imagina-
tions step forward and brought out great pieces to share
with their groups. 

V
S
A
Arts
of
Wyoming
&
Arts
for
All

The project began in our discussion
groups when we talked about one of
our rescue horses who came to us very
abused. We knew little about the cir-
cumstances of his past, but he was clear-
ly afraid of people. In speculating about

Toner’s reasons for his behavior, we began seeing that
all of us had some parts of our histories that were
unknown or unshared. As we began to share them, we
came to see each person as an individual who had a dif-
ferent life experience, even though we may have grown
up in the same town. Not only did we hear our differ-
ences, but we also heard our similarities, and through
that were able to find more common ground than we
had expected.

This issue contains some of the writings from the
project. All are presented anonymously. Many of them
could belong to each of us. We hope you enjoy reading
them.
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My explanation for my scroll:
In my central nest, I have written "NO." It is
necessary in life to learn to say no strongly.

Not saying no is what keeps many people captive in
their own lives, doing and saying things they don't

really want to. It is a trap that many of us fall into and
cannot get out of so I have made a strong, safe nest

built around "NO." Every now and then, "MAYBE”
feathers float into the nest. They will soon be

carried off into the wind and it is your
responsibility to honestly turn them into a yes or no.

N
E
S
T
S

Students
created

Scrolls with
the theme of
a “nest.” The

nest con-
tained ele-
ments that
made them
feel safe,
and also

things they
might want
to now live

without. 

I stand for equality. I stand for kindness and care. I stand for people who
don’t have anything against you because of what you wear, who else your
friends are, etc. I have friends who don’t like each other, and I don’t like my
friend’s friends. Luckily, my friends accept that, but I know that there are
people out in our world who don’t understand. We have a lot of violence in
our world. Where does it come from? We have violent video games, TV
shows, etc. Why? That seems like a universal question that will never be
answered. Why, why, why? I don’t know. Poverty, prejudice, violence, etc.
Why don’t we put more thoughts into our actions? Would our world be a
better place  if people had had better educations or if they were better in
formed? That’s another question that can never be answered. Why not? Is
there anything wrong with stopping to think? I don’t see anything wrong
with it. I don’t. Do you? That’s the question.

Visitation
Privileges

Please come visit us at the arena next June! We would love to show
you all the many activities we use in the arena to build strong relationships
with our horses and our families. You can call the office to schedule an
observation day:

733-7464
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Whistling Winds, Rippling Manes

I am flying across the vacant field near my house. Feet pound the solid
earth, leaping stones, weed bunches, gullies. I am sinuous along an
uneven passage. Vibrations fill my legs, hips, chest filling, heaving.
Lunging, my whole body buzzes the hard fluid rhythm.

I want to reach the open ground, meet my rider, feel the rope at my
waist. Pulling my rider along, I will toss us both to the heavens. Joy.

My friend Leslie stands up ahead, waiting. A light rope dangles in her
hands. The wind gusts, lifts my hair. I shake my head, forcing air between
loose lips. A whinny breaks free. I dash to her, prancing.

Leslie is sick a lot. I don't understand it, except that her kidneys have
problems. I don't think about it much. I just wait for the invitations that
come on the good days, love her - and play when we can, share secrets,
hold councils. Our main council is a constant. It is the Council of the
Horse. This is the rare day we can play, rarer still that we can run and rush
and be our wild selves, together. We have been let loose with caution, but
let loose all the same.

Leslie wants a horse. Badly. And finally her family has been able to
adopt a wild filly, taken from the herds of the Red Desert. I am still
shocked by my first visit to her stable.The smells mixing manure, horse
sweat, a litter of kittens, hay and all the tools of horse care rubbed against
my senses, confusing. An aversion to the smells, the closed spaces of barn,
stalls, corral and the multiple tasks of care for the captive horses, the cap-
tured filly, ripple through my body, leave me feeling dull, breathless. I
understand absolutely in those moments that I do not want to "have" a
horse, that I do not want the responsibility for "having" a horse. The
knowledge confuses me at a level so deep I cannot know yet what it
means.

Today, my feet are hooves pounding the earth. I run, kick my heels,
buck, paw the air, tossing my head, shaking my hair. The wind tousles and
pushes. Thrilling, I meet Leslie, accept the reins of my rider, rope quickly
encircling my waist. And I run again, willing and wild and free.

Help Us Keep Up 
All the Good Work!

Annual Giving to Horse Warriors Helps Us:
Improve Life Skills for Kids and Families
Teach Responsibility and Accountability

Provide Financial Aid to Students
Care for Our 13 Program Horses

Maintain Equipment • Develop Programs
Support Our Community Through Service

Please Sign Me uP As A Supporter

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY, STATE, ZIP:

PHONE:

DONATION AMOUNT:

 



As part of our involvement with the Teton County Task Force on
Substance Abuse Prevention, Horse Warriors™ is asking all our parents
and adult supporters in the community to join with us in setting appropri-
ate role models for our youth. Many of you are aware that Teton County’s
controlled and illegal substance use among minors is above the norm for
both the state and nation. We also have a very high perception that adults
in the community condone and support this behavior.

Horse Warriors™ has been committed to providing alcohol-free
fundraisers to demonstrate that it is possible to have fun without drink-
ing. We are saddened at the recent injuries and losses in our community
due to both underage and adult drinking and driving.

It is a misconception that parents and children can’t have great fun
together. Certainly adolescence is a time when children are separating
and individuating from their parents. But this can be accomplished with
love and compassion, not just tears and strife. Humans have evolved into
societies by learning from role models. To create a new generation of
mature and responsible parents, we must model those skills to our chil-
dren.

Parents make a difference! Children learn
their behaviors and attitudes primarily in the home. We are asking you, as
adults, to follow these simple guidelines and give your kids a chance to
learn good habits from the people they know best - YOU!!

• Don’t provide alcohol to your children or their friends, even on
a limited basis

• Don’t allow your children to host or attend parties which are 
unsupervised by adults

• Don’t send a mixed message - if you are drinking at a party or
an event yourself, take a cab home 

• Talk with your children about what goes on with their peers
• Provide alternative venues for fun without alcohol or drugs 

such as river trips, museum parties, movie nights, music 
jam sessions, hikes - use your imagination and involve 
your children in the brainstorming

• Take part in your children’s fun times
• Set clear boundaries and follow through with consequences
• Listen more and lecture less

Statistics show that 1 out of 10 drinkers runs the risk of becoming an
alcoholic. For children from alcoholic families, the risk increases to 1 out
of 4 (Curran-Seeley Foundation). Let’s work together to keep everyone
safe! 

When I ride I think about how peace-
ful I feel. All other thoughts leave my
mind. I don't need to worry about any of
my troubles. I am one with my horse. I love
to smell the air, feel the breeze on my
face. When I ride, I realize how lucky I am.
I get to live in a beautiful place, and those
who live in the city might never see any-
thing like what I get to see every day.
Many people haven't even seen a horse,
let alone had a chance to ride one.

If I go deep into my dream of senses,
there is a part reserved for horses. If you
look at them one way, they are simple, but
take a second glance and they are compli-
cated. They have small brains and cannot
even convert their memories. However, they
can feel what you feel and know what you
know. All horses are interesting. All horses
have stories. All horses are different in their
own, unique ways. Unless you have known a
horse very well, you will not know what I am
talking about when I say that horses have
personalities. Unlike humans, horses like
something or they don't and know some-
thing or they don't. You can learn so much
from one horse. Not only will you learn their
story and personality, but you will learn
more about your own. In my mind, my
dream, my imagination a horse is the only
thing I can ever be sure of.
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“An ounce of mother is
worth a pound of clergy.”

Spanish Proverb
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I would like to fly from one point to another. Fly around the world, and
while flying around the world explore and discover. Look at the nice places I
can go. France, Paris, Germany, Tropical Rain Forest, wilderness, desert, to
nice sunny beaches, over the bluish-green oceans, Australia to see kangaroos,
the North and South Pole to see penguins & polar bears, go to a forest to see
koala bears, giraffes, zebras and more. I would like to fly away from danger
like war with Iraq, and the bomb threats at the middle school and high
school. I would like to fly away to visit my family, learn Dutch, discover my
cultural background (which is
Irish, German and American
Indian). I would like to fly and
see my dad in Wisconsin. I would
like to fly away to Neverland and
hang with Peter Pan. I would like
to fly away to a fantasy world
and create a fantasy life. I would
like to fly away from (_____) for-
ever...

I am flying towards a dream
that doesn’t seem to be getting
closer. No matter how hard I try,
for me it is never enough. So
many expectations. It’s so hard to
reach that one glimmer of light that some days I want to scream and hide
away to try and escape it. But I see that glimmer every night before I go to
bed, outside my window. I feel the pressure when I look at my siblings and
think of my future. What path will I take, at the forked road which side will
I tread? When I fly I feel myself flying toward my dreams, the dreams of my
future. Will it be star studded? Will I be remembered as someone great when
I am gone? Or will I simply be like bones turned to dust? Forgotten.

“This morning I really
liked that everyone
brought their hearts
and courage with them.
I really liked that the
horses trusted their
people so well.“

Thanks to You, The White Horse Social
made over $8000!

Terry Bart & Band • City Kids Wilderness Project •
TC Fair Board • Meadow Gold • Dairy Queen • Yippy-I-O
Candy • Kmart • Bagel Jax  • Burke’s Chophouse • Bob
Caesar • Martha Best  • Alison Brush • Blue Lion • Gun
Barrel Steakhouse • Mountain High Pizza Pie • Main
Event • Rendezvous Bistro • Bubba’s • Bunnery •
Cascade • Chili Pepper Grill • Harvest • Horse Creek
Station • Jedediah’s • Pearl Street Bagels • NYC Sub
Shop • Pizza Hut • Village Café • Tiger Tan • Camp Creek
• Thai Me Up • Illuminati Board Shop • Jolly Jumbuck •
Teton Thai • Dorlyn Talcott • Aimee Epps • McNeill
Watson • Karen Rasmussen • Dondi Tondro • Kim Young •
Nancy Arkin • Valerie Seaberg • Sarah Sturges •
Global Treasures • Changes • Haagen-Dazs • Travis
Rice • Amangani Grille • Nani’s Pasta House • Pica’s •
Snake River Grille • Million Dollar Cowboy
Steakhouse • Snow King Alpine Slide  • Anthony’s  • Bar
J Chuckwagon  • Down On Glen  • Mangy Moose • Old
Yellowstone Garage  • Off Broadway • Shades Café  •
Snake River Lodge  • Sweetwater  • Teton Pines-Golf  •
Teton Steakhouse  • Wort-Silver Dollar  • Carol Black
• Grand Teton Photo • Teton Traders • Susan Drew  •
The Store at Fish Creek • JH Traders  • Toys & Togs  •
Bobbi Eva/Cowboy Photography • Master’s Studio  •
Flat Creek Saddle • Ginger Root  • Teton Sports Club
• Flower Hardware • Skinny Skis • Rue De Bijoux •
Shear Dimensions  • Pure  • Teton Pines Tennis Center
• JH Golf & Tennis  • Valley Book Store • Lori Carlson

Speaking of
Sweets...

our beloved riding
instructor, Janet,

makes these incredible
little (Big) treats and
donates a portion of
her profits to Us! So

call her up and indulge
all your chocolate
cravings  - and help

feed the Horses, too!

                        



  

It was an ordinary day when they left me.
I can remember the sun out. There wasn’t any
clouds in the sky. My older sister _____ made
breakfast just like every other day. I had to
wake my brother _____ and my other sister
_____. If we weren’t up in time then we
would have to do more work around the
house. Not that that didn’t matter ‘cause we
had to do whatever work my grandparents
wanted us to do. They didn’t get up until
noon so we had time to do work. When we
were done, we went out and played with our
dog who just had puppies in the back yard,
but that didn’t stop them from coming and
taking us. They stormed through the house
past my angry grandmother and grandfather
and my cousin who was living there. They
came to the back door and all my relatives
were yelling at us to run, but _____ was
falling behind, so I ran back and pulled him
up, but we were caught by the people who
were trying to catch us. Why were they doing
this? Where were we going? Why can’t we
stay? These thoughts were all going through
me. Then finally one of them spoke and said,
“You are safe now.”

“What do you mean by that?”

“You’re not going to get hit any more.”

The big journey began and we ended up
getting adopted.

I know where I am now is a lot better than
my real home and I know that I am safe.
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PONY

PAINTING

The following sponsors brought you
an unforgettable evening of:

Gooey Finger Paint ,  
Dripping Chocolate Sauce,

Gummy Bears ,  Oreos ,  M&Ms, 
Chopped Nuts ,  Whipped Cream, 

Foot Stompin ’ Music ,  
Chi ldhood Del ight

and a Very Small Amount 
of Horse Manure . . .
Hoback Sports 

Lower Valley Energy
First Interstate Bank 

Mike’s Body Shop 
Sotheby’s

Hard Drive Cafe 
Domino’s

KMTN 
Laurie Interiors 
The Art Advisor 

Wyoming West Designs
Antler Inn 

Farm Bureau Insurance
Auto Brokers 

Smith’s & Albertson’s

Thanks to Jenny
May for organizing

EVERYTHING!

The 3rd Annual White Horse
Social was another fabulous success!
Kids and parents painted horses for
2 hours straight, to the lively  music
of the Terry Bart Band and Lori
Carlson. Silent auction items flew
out of the Fiddler’s Tent, gracing
lucky bidders with a year’s supply of
dinners, activities, clothing, col-
lectibles and a wide variety of serv-
ices. It was a happy, alcohol-free
event for families and kids of all
ages. And all the paint washed off!
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What I stand For: Horse crazy, Horse lover, Animal crazy, Animal life,
animals is a part of my soul. No animals, hard life. My animal jungle soul
describes me the most - not girly-girl. Nothing but animals, friends and
family. They are my puzzle pieces put together which is shaped like my
heart. God gives me pieces of the puzzle as I go on in life. He gives me
random life pieces for me to put together throughout life. It is like a mys-
tery to solve as we move higher in life.

My limits: My limits are so little then they are so big. I am limited to
what kind of fun I want. I don't want to go the bad way so I work hard
and try hard to stay in my boundaries and keep straight. My boundaries
are not so big because there is a lot of bad things out there that you need
to know how to react, defend, protect, help, and be safe. You need to
know how to say no. When it comes to certain questions, know what's
right from wrong, good or bad, how to react, attitude, etc. My bound-
aries are big on the weekends with my family because I know I am safe
and I won't be so frustrated and  so tightened in my muscles. I have the
courage to say no. Now the only time I get tightened up in my muscles
and buffed is when I protect my friends, family, and Myself.

I am flying toward a world where everyone is
treated equal. There will always be hate and
anger and all those other things. There will
always be people who don’t think before they
act, but we can try to avoid that as much as pos-
sible, can’t we? People in other countries aren’t
so self centered as Americans are. They know
what they want and if they try hard enough they
can usually get it. That is possible for anyone. I
feel that someone somewhere has the power to
make it happen. Maybe even I do. Wait. That’s
not true. ANYONE has the power if they perse-
vere and have patience. It doesn’t take a genius.
You can pick anyone off the street if they have
the right moral values. And if they don’t, HEY!
Can’t you try to help them learn it? Why not.
Back to that universal question. Why not. I wish
that people would think about that more often.
WHY NOT?

GRANTS • GRANTS • GRANTS
What’s the best use of a computer for any non-profit? Writing Grants!!

That’s what we do during the cold, winter months at Horse Warriors - write
grants to support all the good work we do in the field.

This year, as always, we would like to thank all the many foundations
and service organizations who share their resources with us through a variety
of interests in our programs: 

The Community Foundation of Jackson Hole:
Winter Board Horse Care Grant

The Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation
(on behalf of the Steve and Sara Brandenburg Foundation):
Scholarship

Kiwanis of Jackson Hole:
Scholarship

Rotary Foundation of Jackson Hole:
Equipment and Scholarship

VSAArts of Wyoming:
“Everybody Has a Story” Arts Program

Cultural Council of Jackson Hole
(Arts for All):
“Everybody Has a Story” Arts Program

March 31: Applications for all programs and scholarships 
are due in the Horse Warriors office

April 15: Notification of acceptance and scholarships
April 22: Animal Partners presentation at Fairgrounds
May 20: Volunteer training - call to participate
June 7-10: Horses of the Goddess Spring Class
June 12: Horse Warriors Sessions begin
June 13: Power Ponies and Mighty Mustangs begins
July 25: White Horse Social fundraiser at Fairgrounds
August 26: Gymkhana at Wilson Arena
September 9: Old BIll’s Fun Run
September 20-23: Horses of the Goddess Fall Class (tentative)
October 2: Discussion Groups and School Tutoring begin
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The wind whispers, slicing me with
cold. The finger-like tendrils of fog twist
around my trembling legs. It is so easy to
become lost in this thick, suffocating cloud,
impossible to see far in any direction. The icy
wind brushes by, each time telling me a dif-
ferent path to take. One way leads to safety
and security, another pain. Then the wind
whips past yet again changing the paths that
were so certain moments before. Nothing is
certain, in the fog, in the dark. It seems to
take hold of you, this translucent mist, choke
and smother you until you breathe in and live
its uncertainty, its panic stricken ideas. Which
is truly the right path? What shall happen if I
choose wrongly? And so I stand, in the cold
uncertainty of the fog, waiting for the paths
to merge together.

I stand for the courage to be yourself.
Sometimes it’s raw and in your face, some-
times frustrated at how lonely and alone it is
to be authentic, to be who I am at the core,
without looking over my shoulder to see if
someone approves or disapproves. I stand for
fairness and things being truthful and equal.
Political manipulations are disgusting to me. I
stand for creatures and humans to share the
spaces and resources of the world, to be able
to have a future. I stand for people being
kind, being willing to work out problems and
differences without going to war or inflicting
pain or harm on others. Clean water, clean
air, cancer-free living spaces. I stand for
telling the truth and allowing people to
make decisions in their own best interests.
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Angels to the Rescue! ���

Vehicle Dream Comes True!
Thanks to the Incredible Generosity of an

Anonymous Donor, we now have a brand new
truck! No adding transmission fluid every morn-
ing! No slamming the doors 3 times to make
them really close! No cracked plastic poking us
in the you-know-whats! No whining heater fan!
Smooth ride for the horses!! No door dings! No
shredded carpet! Tunes!! WOW!!! We are
thrilled!! Thank You, Our Guardian Angel!!!

Special Thanks To:
OUR ANGEL 

TETON MOTORS
MIKE’S BODY SHOP

for making it all
happen!

NEW
TRUCK

Nichols Foundation Matches $6,000
Anonymous Donor Challenge

The Nichols Foundation, on behalf of Peter and Amy Coxhead, gener-
ously matched a $6,000 anonymous challenge grant this summer for Horse
Warriors. The challenge had to be met by July 31, 2005. Peter and Amy, loyal
supporters of The White Horse Social, (and lovers of finger paint stains on
their children’s summer clothing) came to the rescue. The funds support sum-
mer horse pasture fees, financial aid, and program development.

  



To Knot or Not: 
That is the Question

When I was in my late forties I traveled with
a group of women to North Carolina for a four day hiking/climbing trip
under the auspices of Outward Bound. I am a clinical psychologist whose
practice is concerned with diagnosing and treating children with learning
disabilities. Little did I know that on this trip I would have firsthand expe-
rience in what it feels like to be a person who learns differently.

I have always loved outdoor adventures, particularly those that occur
in wilderness. As a child my most precious moments with my father, who
was an accomplished outdoorsman, occurred in such settings: canoeing,
fishing, and camping throughout the lower 48 states. After my father
died when I was in my early forties, I started seeking out wilderness as a
way of keeping a connection with him.

Thus at 48 years of age I found myself hiking a steep trail in the
Appalachian mountains with a 50 pound pack on my back, sweating,
breathing heavily, wondering what I had gotten myself into. I should
back track for a minute.  I came of age in a time before Title Nine ensured
that money was available for the athletic development of girls. As a
result, my athleticism in high school consisted of trying to get a medical
pass from the doctor saying that I couldn't participate in gym class. I
never played on a team of any sort and didn't have a workout routine
until I was in my late forties. One Christmas my husband gave me ten ses-
sions with a personal trainer as a gift. I didn't know whether to be happy
or to belt him with my feeble arms. As it turned out, I really liked train-
ing and had done it for about a year before the Outward Bound trip.

As I huffed and puffed up the mountain I complained aloud, "What
was all of that working out for if I still feel like I am going to die?" It did
occur to me that if I hadn't trained I would probably be comatose by this
point. So up the mountain I went, feeling like I was in the transition stage
of childbirth at each step. 

GUEST WRITER: 
Betsy Hesser, Psy.D.

Betsy is a Horses of the Goddess participant
with first hand experience in learning many new

skills! She graciously allowed us to reprint her
story in the hopes that we all are mindful

of the challenges many of our students 
face on a daily basis.

NEW 
PROGRAMS

No, it’s not a terrorist exercise - it’s Trust Building
101. Mighty Mustangs is a program for former Power
Ponies participants who
want to continue to fine
tune their communication
skills, both with horses and
famillies. One exercise
requires kids and parents
to co-create a maze from
arena obstacles. Then they
have to guide each other
through it while one part-
ner is blindfolded and lead-
ing the team’s horse. It is
challenging!! Lots of good listening and patience are
required to be successful. Thanks to the expertise of our
therapist, Courtney Marvin, and excellent teaching by
Ropy, Kanga and Jackpot, our pilot went very well and
we look forward to continuing next summer.

MIGHTY MUSTANGS

OUR FAMILIES,
OUR FUTURE

Ropy, kimberly and
mckinley use all

their listening
and teaching

skills to 
successfully 

navigate
the maze

What do single mothers and horses have in common? BOUNDARIES.
Single mothers have to set them, and horses (and children) have to respect
them. In May, Horse Warriors collaborated with Our Families, Our Future,
to kick off a 5 month training session for young women to be job-ready,
obtain GEDs, set long-term goals and learn to be good parents. Starting
with ground work in the arena, the
women learned to follow through
with their intentions, pay attention to
details, use effective body language
to convey communication, and listen
to a partner who spoke no human
language. Frustrating, scary, thrilling
and ultimately empowering, the
workshop helped participants see
how similar their relationships with
their horses were to their relation-
ships with their children, and also
how to make the realtionships work
well.

 



  

After resting in a beautiful clearing, our fearless leaders handed out
ropes to begin the next phase of our adventure. Unless we demonstrated
that we could tie a bowline and a figure eight effectively we wouldn't be
cleared to do the rock climb the next day. "Oh, please let me climb that
sheer 100 foot wall," my brain screamed.

We stood in a circle as our leader demonstrated the sequence of move-
ments. Hold both sides of a rope parallel to one another with the right
hand holding the end of the rope and the left hand holding the rope at
a distance of one and a half feet. Cross the right rope over the left rope.
Create a loop with the right end over the left side. Hold the right hand at
the juncture of the two pieces of rope and push the right end of rope
under the left rope, leaving it to stick straight up. With the left hand cre-
ate a loop with the dangling end pointing outward so that when you're
holding that end in your left hand it will be parallel to the right rope.
Take the right rope and bring it behind the left rope and over the loop.
Have it drop down into the circle loop. The two pieces of rope should now
be in your right hand. Pull them down while pulling up on the top left
piece of rope and tighten. That's all there is to it. 

"HUUUUUUUUUH?"

"Ok," I said to myself, "the first time is bound to be tough." Fearless
leader proposes, 

"Let's try it again."  Repeat sequence. I started to hear sounds of self -
satisfaction coming from my fellow hikers."Oh, I get it. It's not so bad."
People began to step away to practice the maneuvers on their own. 

Eventually there was one lone woman standing in the circle fumbling
with her bowline. You guessed it. Yours truly. The instructor patiently pro-
ceeded to give me one on one instruction - a tried and true solution for
slow learners all over the world. I really didn't start to panic until I real-
ized that I wasn't able to remember the combination of moves even with
one on one instruction. At this point the instructor said that it was time
to go on to the next event. I felt humiliated and thought that I was the
only woman who probably wouldn't be able to do the rock climb. Instead
of "everywoman" I had become "onlywoman."

Later that night, after sipping a delicious dinner of yummy carbohy-
drate energy gel called Chocolate Outrage GU, I removed myself from the
group to work on my rope sequences.  After all, I was not a total idiot. I
was the only woman in this group who had earned a doctoral degree.
Surely I could learn a simple sequence of maneuvers designed to tie a
secure knot. I tried talking out loud to myself, I tried memorizing
sequences of lefts, rights, overs and unders. A few of my fellow hikers
noticed my endeavors and sidled over to offer encouragement. They
stood in front of me demonstrating each motion separately.  I could do it
watching them but could not generate the proper sequence on my own.
I remember saying at one point in frustration, "I just can't learn this way."
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“Psssst!! We have
some New
Arrivals!!!”

SARAH

NONI

Sarah’s Park Service
freeze brand now
stands for “NICE,

PATIENT, STEADY.”

Sarah came to us from the
Park Service! In her old job she
hauled gravel for the trail crew
and carried visiting dignitaries
into the backcountry. She worked
long and hard and learned lots of
Lovely Good Manners. Sarah is a
true delight to be around. She is
loving and kind and a peach to
ride. She is happy eating all day
out in the field and nuzzling for
licorice treats.

Dressage, dressage, dressage. Noni was a
star in dressage and has been donated to us
by Link Hibbard. Noni is a 14.1h Polish Arab.
We needed a very responsive upper level
horse for one of our students who has sur-
passed her former horse’s abilities. Noni can
be ridden with just a neck strap! She’s also
very safe and calm for our Power Ponies, and
is just the right size for our short students.

BLACKIE belongs to Roger, our
Horse Landlord, but he loves to go riding with
Priscilla. He thinks he’s a Horse Warrior, too!
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"Why don't we try it this way?" A gentle and patient voice on my right
started to tell a story about a rabbit which made sense of the disjointed
movements that I had been trying to memorize earlier. "Hold the rabbit's
tail in your right hand. Form a hole and bring the rabbit’s tail up through
the hole. The rabbit comes out of the hole - goes around the tree and back
into the hole." By memorizing the sequence of the story, I was suddenly
able to perform the moves in the proper order. The person who belonged
to the gentle voice was an environmental educator who had taught ropes
to many people of all ages over the years. 

My panic started to subside. Maybe I could learn this way.  I thanked my
friend and walked further away from the group, realizing that I needed
silence in order to say the sequence and match the rope movements at the
same time. I probably worked on this for about an hour all by myself. And
I GOT IT.

The next day I was practicing my moves right up until the moment I went
over the wall of the cliff. Going down the cliff was nothing compared to
the terror of not being able to learn what others seemed to learn so easi-
ly. I suddenly understood viscerally for the first time what children who
learn differently experience in classrooms every day. The uncertainty, the
frustration, the panic, the public SHAME, the feeling that things would not
improve. How easy it would be to just give up, act like a clown or a bully,
blame the teacher, blame the parents, or blame the dog that ate the home-
work. 

I had had enough success in my life to know that it would not be the
end of the world if I did not learn to tie the rope or to go over the wall
like the others. I stuck with it out of sheer pig headedness. Can children
really be expected to persevere in the same way when they experience fail-
ure? Without life experience that has shown them their own special niche,
that they will be good in some things and not good in others and that the
world doesn't stop with their mistakes or failures - I WONDER. 

At the end of the Outward Bound trip, we sat in a circle and talked about
our experience on the mountain. Each woman was given the name of
another and asked to talk about her contribution to the group. My review-
er started out by laughingly saying, "I know that you must be an intelligent
woman but you were a real klutz out there." (Did I forget to mention that
I fell off the trail during a night hike and threw up on everybody while
swinging from a rope many feet in the air?) She was right of course, I was
a klutz and it wasn't pretty. 

Magic happens in Horses of the Goddess.
Four days of immersion in the language of the
Horse, along with three nights of lively discus-
sion, dining and journaling transport the par-
ticipants into a world of joy and discovery. The
women and horses
partner together

to create relationships built on trust and nur-
turing, not force and fear. Concern turns to
creativity, apprehension to awareness, and
fear melts away into delight. It’s just as much
fun for those with lots of horse experience as
it is for those who have never had the treat of
communicating effectively with a horse.

GYMKHANA RESULTS
High Point Upper Level: Jackie Nelson
High Point Novice: Betsy Palmer
High Point Mighty Mustangs: Bean Shindell
High Point Power Ponies: Chelsea Holcomb

Horses of the Goddess
2005

 



We as adults sometimes forget what it is like to face challenges on a
daily basis. We can engineer our lives in such a way as to do mostly what
feels comfortable, and avoid whatever does not come naturally. Kids in
school don't have that luxury. They are required to sit in a certain class at
a certain time on a certain day and do specific work. Some of them have
difficulty doing the work within the time constraints allowed, are unable
to write legibly, can't process information presented primarily verbally or
visually, have difficulty processing and remembering the sounds of words
(phonics) and/or can't remember how to spell the words they know how to
pronounce.

I challenge each person who reads this piece to go out and do some-
thing that they have never had success with in the past. Experience the
emotions that come up in such a challenging situation. Then remember
those feelings each time you see a child whom you have labeled as unmo-
tivated, underachieving, lazy, or stupid.

Without an empathetic teacher or parent, children with learning differ-
ences often give up hope and begin to engage in self-defeating behaviors.
If you look up the prefix "dis" in the dictionary it is defined as "deprive
of." So learning disabled children can be described as deprived of ability. I
would strongly disagree with that. They are instead people who need cer-
tain accommodations in order for their abilities to flourish. Such accommo-
dations might include: being able to take tests untimed, being able to use
computers for all written work, establishing a maximum time for home-
work each night, reducing the amount of work assigned, tutoring in school
for concepts that are taking longer to internalize, using a tape recorder in
school to record the teacher’s instructions, having the teacher present all
lessons in both a verbal and visual format, and/or allowing students to
have two sets of books so they can keep one set at home and avoid the
frustration of forgetting the book at school. 

I was able to conquer my "rope tying" disability with some perseverance
and the help of a friend. In this experience I learned that the most debili-
tating learning disability of all is to be without hope rather than without
ability. Make it a point to fail a lit-
tle yourself - you'll quickly see how
important hope is. Let's make sure
that we don't deprive children of
the hope that they need in order to
risk failure and learn.

O.F.O.F. students learn halter
knots, while instructors are
mindful of Betsy’s story!

Copyright 2001  
This is original material, not to be reproduced without the permission of the author.
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It's one p.m. and simply a mind-blowing day:
crisp air, icy blue skies, with screaming yellow, red
and orange leaves dancing in the wind. It's a day
to be outside, revelling in this splendor, galloping
freely of course, on a horse. Instead, I sit like a
lump of clay on the couch, a jar of peanut butter
clutched in one hand, a spoonful of the gooey
stuff in the other, ready to be dipped into a
mega-bag of M&M's, with Oprah blaring on the
tube, her handsome Hollywood guests sharing
their "life stories."

Do I really want my life defined by peanut
butter, M&M's and Oprah??? Some days, life just
seems impossible. I have my moments of self
doubt and at times lack the confidence I need to
move through my fears. But for today, I am going

to choose how I want to live my life, and it does not include peanut butter,
chocolate and TV.

Instead, I'm going to create a new story to add to my collection. One that
involves horses and wind blowing through my hair and laughing and remem-
bering to keep my mouth shut to avoid eating bugs while I race along next to
the Snake, breathing crisp air, under icy blue skies while screaming yellow, red

and orange leaves dance in the wind. This is my story
and I'm sticking to it.

INSTRUCTOR
STORIES

I'll always remember my 7th birthday. My Mom
wasn't home when I woke up. She had left several
gifts I remember - roller skates, a new bookbag, to
name a couple. She telephoned from the hospital later
that morning and told me I had a new baby sister for
my special birthday present. My response was "..but I
wanted a pony!" I honestly remember being very dis-
appointed; I already had 3 sisters and I certainly didn't
need another one. What I really wanted was a horse.

I'm fortunate now to have my sisters (and brothers)
and a horse. I realize I can never have too many peo-
ple in my life to love and be loved by, but I also admit,
sometimes its easier to love my horse!

MARTHA BEST:
Power Ponies Instructor

JANET GARRETT:
Horse Warriors Instructor

The quali-
ties a leader
should have are
a keen eye,
patience, love, a
strong mind,
keen senses, a
loud voice, a
mouth to speak
their mind, to
be stern like
steel, to be
strong and to

never, ever, ever, ever give up. And don’t forget to make sure everyone is
happy!
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RyLyn practices her sooth-
ing leadership skills, while
teaching her mother to
ride their new horse.



    

As we become adults and life becomes more complex, the opportunities to
develop personal relationships that teach us about the hope and goodness in
life occur less often. However, all about us are
unexpected willing teachers: Children.  As
adults we often forget to listen to the inner
thoughts and dreams that define our youth.
Animals do not. They listen intuitively to the
youths’ spoken and unspoken words and
respond to them in their mutually exclusive
language. Children are enthusiastic and excit-
ing teachers.  If we could follow the animals’
lead and learn to listen a little bit better, who
knows what exciting things we might learn?
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Leadership

My grandmother died when I was two and a
half. One of the final preparations she made before
leaving this world she so dearly loved, was to go
Christmas shopping. She and my very pregnant
mother went to the biggest toy store in San
Francisco—FAO Schwartz. And there she picked out
for me the most fitting gift of all—a nearly life-size
pony. 

Now this is no ordinary stuffed animal—black as
coal, with a thick white mane and tail, an eye-
shaped patch of white on her rump—she is saddled
and constantly on the ready for adventure. This
amazing creature is so lifelike that to this day I
always do a double-take, wondering what in the
world a pony is doing in the basement. 

With seemingly unknowing purpose, my grandmother’s last gift was a gift
that allowed her to guide and protect me from the other-side. And if you
knew my wild, Texas-bred grandmother, you would know that she would
have had it no other way. She knew that the horses were the passion that
would save my spirit. She knew that the horses would run into a heaving lath-
er trying to stay ahead of my demons. She knew the horses would coax this
wild creature into being. And she was right. 

For it was only in the rhythm of horse that at long last, I found the peace
and grace to just be. So if you ever happen to be peering through the dusty
panes of a basement window and wonder what the heck a grown woman is
doing bowing to an old, bedraggled stuffed pony, you will know.

CRISTINA MORMORUNNI:
Horse Warriors Instructor

COURTNEY MARVIN:
Power Ponies Therapist

                   



A SLIPPERY SLOPE:     
The Tragic Tale of a 
Driven Director

When she was a little girl she was pretty nor-
mal. All she wanted was a horse. Her parents took
her to pony ride concessions in the hopes that it
would be enough to feed her passion. Alas, that was
impossible, and they were forced into getting her a
horse of her own. 

But she was an imaginative child and soon tired
of merely riding her horse around the ring and on
the trails, so she started trying other things. The first
warning signs came when she started the series of
Stupid Dog Tricks. (“We weren’t stupid, just the
tricks,” said the Dog.) She thought it was very clever
and had her first taste of living Outside the Box.
Little did anyone know where it would all lead...

Despite the fact that her par-
ents nearly did not survive hers, she
found that the teenage years had
great appeal. So, she pursued a
career of working with young peo-
ple. (“She thought it would rub off
on her and she would never get
grey hair, and would get used to
acne,” chuckled the Dog).

“Why not start a non-profit?”
she said one day out on the trail.

(“Because there is no money in it,” whispered the Tricky Dog under his
breath while on the lookout for old
bones.). “It will be fun and I can ride all
day with the kids!” she  rationalized.  

Little did she know how much she
would hate the paperwork! Insurance
Forms! Grant reports! Bank reconcilia-
tion! Payroll taxes! And little did she
know that the contact, day after day,
with all those adolescent hormones
would rekindle her Wild Side.

Director at the
Tender Age of 6

Tricky Dog and His Horse
Ages: Dog: 1 Horse: 6

(content gleaned from notes found
in a dusty journal out on the trail)

Director at the Wild Age of 15

Jackpot sent Kira a crabby bellyache message. Not colic, not a sick-
ness, but a pain in her belly. Kira listened and decided to check her cinch
and found that it was really a little too tight. Kira had made it very snug
as she had been practicing mounting with her one leg by herself. It was
uncomfortable for Jackpot, so Kira loosened it a bit and Jackpot’s dis-
comfort messages ceased. 

Wyatt sent Priscilla “PLAY, PLAY, PLAY” messages, so she got up
and dragged a plastic barrel over from the side of the arena.
Immediately Wyatt began to push it towards her with his nose, so she
pushed it back. He nudged it again and pawed at it with his hoof, and
they played for 10 minutes passing the barrel around the end of the
arena. Wyatt is a mustang from the Red Desert, and he is very bonded
to Priscilla. While he was nuzzling her, he sent her a mental picture of
his mother, a brown wild horse with some ribs showing from parasites.
It was a very clear picture and the feeling was happy.

Animals process their world through pictures. Sometimes we can
communicate with them by sending mental images. One day we encoun-
tered a large herd of bison out on the trail. They were right in the trail,
so we stopped at a safe distance and stood together as a group. All of
us sent the bison a picture of them walking away from us up the hill, and
guess what? They all began moving slowly up the slope and  out of sight
so we could safely pass!!
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STORIES WITHOUT WORDS

How do horses tell us their stories without using words? Sometimes
they suffer a long time in silence, unless they are fortunate enough to
have a good intuitive listener as a human friend. This summer we spent
time listening to our horses, noting what happened in our journals.
Whether the horses communicated to us through feelings, pictures, col-
ors, sounds, or sensations, we noted what came to us as we spent solo
time with them.

Betsy is a gifted intuitive. When she listened to her horse, Sophia,
she translated what she “heard” into colors and drew a rainbow-like
picture of her horse. She was concerned about the black color and the
bad feeling that came with it, sensing there was something painfully
amiss with  her friend. We used muscle testing to isolate the pain area,
with Betsy being a surrogate for Sophia. It turned out that Sophia had
pain in her leg. Showing no serious lameness, but moving a tiny bit
“short,” the only thing we could see that was wrong was a slight differ-
ence in the shape of her front feet, so we called our farrier, who helps
us on every aspect of horse care. It turned out that Sophia, who has a
slightly clubbed foot, was really in need of a new shoeing as her feet
had grown out unevenly. With regular, good hoof care she has stayed
sound for 18 years, and she “told” Betsy that it was time for an appoint-
ment with Ken, even though her six weeks re-shoe time wasn’t quite up.

Suddenly, she stopped riding horses.
Regular horses. Instead she took up with an
uppity Mustang and missed a couple of
grant deadlines. She preferred racing along
with the wind in his mane to sitting at the
computer. She started hanging out in
school again, saying she was a tutor. (“No,”
said the Dog, “ it was really to check out
the latest tattoos. That’s why she went for
the Mustang. It was his neck tattoo that
hooked her.”)

She started getting more stubborn, mumbling about improving kids’
lives while her own went downhill. (“When she got that Mule,” said the

Dog, “it was like a lighted symbol. The
whole town knew she’d never give up. It
was pretty evident she only had one focus:
Helping Those Kids Believe They Could Do
Anything. It wasn’t enough to just help
them ride horses. Oh no, she wanted to
show them there wasn’t a thing in the
world they couldn’t achieve.”) 

Some
p e o p l e
said she
took it all
too far.
One hot
s u m m e r
day, after
s l a v i n g
away in
the   tiny
office, trying  to raise a million dollars to
cover the increases in gas and pasture
lease fees, she just cracked. She was last
heard shouting, “It’s not just a Horse
Program! It’s about EMPOWERMENT! It’s
about finding you can do more than you
ever imagined!” And she tore off into the
sunset on the back of a black & white spot-
ted cow, just to show everyone she could.

“So if you see her anywhere,” cried
the Dog, “please tell her to come home.

We need her, and we sure do miss learning her Stupid Tricks!”

Director at the
Reckless Age of 51

Director at the
Determined Age of 52

  



Student spotlight:
Jackie’s VOICE

The hidden message is something deep inside your soul.
It’s something that you keep locked inside so no one else can
see. It is something that can scare you so much that you can
hardly breathe or [be] so loving you feel your heart will
explode. Sometimes if you let your hidden message stay hid-
den it can tear you apart because your emotions are so
strong. The feelings you have because of this secret message
one day may explode like a firework display. Or it can make
you feel that the sun itself is shining on your soul. We all have
a hidden message though we may not want to admit it. It can
bring something out in us we never knew we had.

What I stand for is justice and courage and life. That is
what I wish I could say truthfully. Those are the things I wish
to stand for, but am afraid to show it, to truly stand up for
what I believe in. I stand, in truth, for family, friendship, love
and comfort in hard times. I suppose those are just the things
I want though, not things that I stand for. But is there really a
difference? If you live and love and feel for something strong-
ly enough, doesn’t that mean that you stand for it? Or are they
as different as the ocean and the cliffs it beats against? Or is it
a moderation, true and false? My thoughts seem to be drifting,
ideas are no longer coming. Perhaps I am distracted or maybe,
for once, I have run out of Words.

My Life at Last
My heart beats faster as that day approaches,
That day of hopeful release and liberty.
No longer shrouded with those looks of reproach
My life shall be mine, with grace and dignity.

My life at last,
My life at last,
Soon my life will be mine at last.

Sixteen years I’ve waited, now two more to come,
Soon off on my own, to explore the unknown.
Now what to do with my newfound freedom sprung,
So much to see, how will my knowledge be grown?

My life at last,
My life at last,
Soon my life will be mine at last.

Now I have a job, boring and tedious,
To pay for the bills, that seem to come weekly.
I hope my future isn’t so fastidious,
That it turns out as I hope, and not bleakly

My life at last,
My life at last,
Soon, my life will be mine at last.

Her stone eyes gaze at me, penetrating everything.
I can have no secrets though she keeps many. Her
mouth curves into a smile, but those cold, endless
pools of glass never change.

There seems to be a sadness in them. Like a wound
cut so deep it refuses to heal even now. She seems to
sense the same pain inside of me that almost destroyed
her. That is why her gray eyes see through the veil of
dissolution I portray to the world, this sheen of lies
that seems to suffocate like a mother's overprotective
arms.

That strange pallid face finally turns away from
mine. The tension of facing my silent truth dissapears.
I can go on to living my life of invisible entanglements
in peace. Or at least until that ghostly woman returns,
that pasty thing that has found a home deep within me.

Haikus
Bells chime distantly,

Echoing the future to come
Good or bad is set

A soul cries, wanting
Even it doesn’t know for what

still it is wounded

Again a voice cracks
Embarrasment encloses

Never good enough

Pride hurts more than pain
when bruised and wounded in life. 

Why must I care so?

Jackie is a
Fourth Year

Horse Warrior. 
She is a singer,

a member of the
Demo Team, and
one of our Power
Ponies Mentors.
She is an excel-

lent teacher and
public speaker,

sharing her
experience, per-

ception, and self
awareness with

candor and
compassion.
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STORIES WITHOUT WORDS

How do horses tell us their stories without using words? Sometimes
they suffer a long time in silence, unless they are fortunate enough to
have a good intuitive listener as a human friend. This summer we spent
time listening to our horses, noting what happened in our journals.
Whether the horses communicated to us through feelings, pictures, col-
ors, sounds, or sensations, we noted what came to us as we spent solo
time with them.

Betsy is a gifted intuitive. When she listened to her horse, Sophia,
she translated what she “heard” into colors and drew a rainbow-like
picture of her horse. She was concerned about the black color and the
bad feeling that came with it, sensing there was something painfully
amiss with  her friend. We used muscle testing to isolate the pain area,
with Betsy being a surrogate for Sophia. It turned out that Sophia had
pain in her leg. Showing no serious lameness, but moving a tiny bit
“short,” the only thing we could see that was wrong was a slight differ-
ence in the shape of her front feet, so we called our farrier, who helps
us on every aspect of horse care. It turned out that Sophia, who has a
slightly clubbed foot, was really in need of a new shoeing as her feet
had grown out unevenly. With regular, good hoof care she has stayed
sound for 18 years, and she “told” Betsy that it was time for an appoint-
ment with Ken, even though her six weeks re-shoe time wasn’t quite up.

Suddenly, she stopped riding horses.
Regular horses. Instead she took up with an
uppity Mustang and missed a couple of
grant deadlines. She preferred racing along
with the wind in his mane to sitting at the
computer. She started hanging out in
school again, saying she was a tutor. (“No,”
said the Dog, “ it was really to check out
the latest tattoos. That’s why she went for
the Mustang. It was his neck tattoo that
hooked her.”)

She started getting more stubborn, mumbling about improving kids’
lives while her own went downhill. (“When she got that Mule,” said the

Dog, “it was like a lighted symbol. The
whole town knew she’d never give up. It
was pretty evident she only had one focus:
Helping Those Kids Believe They Could Do
Anything. It wasn’t enough to just help
them ride horses. Oh no, she wanted to
show them there wasn’t a thing in the
world they couldn’t achieve.”) 

Some
p e o p l e
said she
took it all
too far.
One hot
s u m m e r
day, after
s l a v i n g
away in
the   tiny
office, trying  to raise a million dollars to
cover the increases in gas and pasture
lease fees, she just cracked. She was last
heard shouting, “It’s not just a Horse
Program! It’s about EMPOWERMENT! It’s
about finding you can do more than you
ever imagined!” And she tore off into the
sunset on the back of a black & white spot-
ted cow, just to show everyone she could.

“So if you see her anywhere,” cried
the Dog, “please tell her to come home.

We need her, and we sure do miss learning her Stupid Tricks!”

Director at the
Reckless Age of 51

Director at the
Determined Age of 52

 



A SLIPPERY SLOPE:     
The Tragic Tale of a 
Driven Director

When she was a little girl she was pretty nor-
mal. All she wanted was a horse. Her parents took
her to pony ride concessions in the hopes that it
would be enough to feed her passion. Alas, that was
impossible, and they were forced into getting her a
horse of her own. 

But she was an imaginative child and soon tired
of merely riding her horse around the ring and on
the trails, so she started trying other things. The first
warning signs came when she started the series of
Stupid Dog Tricks. (“We weren’t stupid, just the
tricks,” said the Dog.) She thought it was very clever
and had her first taste of living Outside the Box.
Little did anyone know where it would all lead...

Despite the fact that her par-
ents nearly did not survive hers, she
found that the teenage years had
great appeal. So, she pursued a
career of working with young peo-
ple. (“She thought it would rub off
on her and she would never get
grey hair, and would get used to
acne,” chuckled the Dog).

“Why not start a non-profit?”
she said one day out on the trail.

(“Because there is no money in it,” whispered the Tricky Dog under his
breath while on the lookout for old
bones.). “It will be fun and I can ride all
day with the kids!” she  rationalized.  

Little did she know how much she
would hate the paperwork! Insurance
Forms! Grant reports! Bank reconcilia-
tion! Payroll taxes! And little did she
know that the contact, day after day,
with all those adolescent hormones
would rekindle her Wild Side.

Director at the
Tender Age of 6

Tricky Dog and His Horse
Ages: Dog: 1 Horse: 6

(content gleaned from notes found
in a dusty journal out on the trail)

Director at the Wild Age of 15

Jackpot sent Kira a crabby bellyache message. Not colic, not a sick-
ness, but a pain in her belly. Kira listened and decided to check her cinch
and found that it was really a little too tight. Kira had made it very snug
as she had been practicing mounting with her one leg by herself. It was
uncomfortable for Jackpot, so Kira loosened it a bit and Jackpot’s dis-
comfort messages ceased. 

Wyatt sent Priscilla “PLAY, PLAY, PLAY” messages, so she got up
and dragged a plastic barrel over from the side of the arena.
Immediately Wyatt began to push it towards her with his nose, so she
pushed it back. He nudged it again and pawed at it with his hoof, and
they played for 10 minutes passing the barrel around the end of the
arena. Wyatt is a mustang from the Red Desert, and he is very bonded
to Priscilla. While he was nuzzling her, he sent her a mental picture of
his mother, a brown wild horse with some ribs showing from parasites.
It was a very clear picture and the feeling was happy.

Animals process their world through pictures. Sometimes we can
communicate with them by sending mental images. One day we encoun-
tered a large herd of bison out on the trail. They were right in the trail,
so we stopped at a safe distance and stood together as a group. All of
us sent the bison a picture of them walking away from us up the hill, and
guess what? They all began moving slowly up the slope and  out of sight
so we could safely pass!!



    

As we become adults and life becomes more complex, the opportunities to
develop personal relationships that teach us about the hope and goodness in
life occur less often. However, all about us are
unexpected willing teachers: Children.  As
adults we often forget to listen to the inner
thoughts and dreams that define our youth.
Animals do not. They listen intuitively to the
youths’ spoken and unspoken words and
respond to them in their mutually exclusive
language. Children are enthusiastic and excit-
ing teachers.  If we could follow the animals’
lead and learn to listen a little bit better, who
knows what exciting things we might learn?
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Leadership

My grandmother died when I was two and a
half. One of the final preparations she made before
leaving this world she so dearly loved, was to go
Christmas shopping. She and my very pregnant
mother went to the biggest toy store in San
Francisco—FAO Schwartz. And there she picked out
for me the most fitting gift of all—a nearly life-size
pony. 

Now this is no ordinary stuffed animal—black as
coal, with a thick white mane and tail, an eye-
shaped patch of white on her rump—she is saddled
and constantly on the ready for adventure. This
amazing creature is so lifelike that to this day I
always do a double-take, wondering what in the
world a pony is doing in the basement. 

With seemingly unknowing purpose, my grandmother’s last gift was a gift
that allowed her to guide and protect me from the other-side. And if you
knew my wild, Texas-bred grandmother, you would know that she would
have had it no other way. She knew that the horses were the passion that
would save my spirit. She knew that the horses would run into a heaving lath-
er trying to stay ahead of my demons. She knew the horses would coax this
wild creature into being. And she was right. 

For it was only in the rhythm of horse that at long last, I found the peace
and grace to just be. So if you ever happen to be peering through the dusty
panes of a basement window and wonder what the heck a grown woman is
doing bowing to an old, bedraggled stuffed pony, you will know.

CRISTINA MORMORUNNI:
Horse Warriors Instructor

COURTNEY MARVIN:
Power Ponies Therapist

                   



It's one p.m. and simply a mind-blowing day:
crisp air, icy blue skies, with screaming yellow, red
and orange leaves dancing in the wind. It's a day
to be outside, revelling in this splendor, galloping
freely of course, on a horse. Instead, I sit like a
lump of clay on the couch, a jar of peanut butter
clutched in one hand, a spoonful of the gooey
stuff in the other, ready to be dipped into a
mega-bag of M&M's, with Oprah blaring on the
tube, her handsome Hollywood guests sharing
their "life stories."

Do I really want my life defined by peanut
butter, M&M's and Oprah??? Some days, life just
seems impossible. I have my moments of self
doubt and at times lack the confidence I need to
move through my fears. But for today, I am going

to choose how I want to live my life, and it does not include peanut butter,
chocolate and TV.

Instead, I'm going to create a new story to add to my collection. One that
involves horses and wind blowing through my hair and laughing and remem-
bering to keep my mouth shut to avoid eating bugs while I race along next to
the Snake, breathing crisp air, under icy blue skies while screaming yellow, red

and orange leaves dance in the wind. This is my story
and I'm sticking to it.

INSTRUCTOR
STORIES

I'll always remember my 7th birthday. My Mom
wasn't home when I woke up. She had left several
gifts I remember - roller skates, a new bookbag, to
name a couple. She telephoned from the hospital later
that morning and told me I had a new baby sister for
my special birthday present. My response was "..but I
wanted a pony!" I honestly remember being very dis-
appointed; I already had 3 sisters and I certainly didn't
need another one. What I really wanted was a horse.

I'm fortunate now to have my sisters (and brothers)
and a horse. I realize I can never have too many peo-
ple in my life to love and be loved by, but I also admit,
sometimes its easier to love my horse!

MARTHA BEST:
Power Ponies Instructor

JANET GARRETT:
Horse Warriors Instructor

The quali-
ties a leader
should have are
a keen eye,
patience, love, a
strong mind,
keen senses, a
loud voice, a
mouth to speak
their mind, to
be stern like
steel, to be
strong and to

never, ever, ever, ever give up. And don’t forget to make sure everyone is
happy!
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RyLyn practices her sooth-
ing leadership skills, while
teaching her mother to
ride their new horse.

 



We as adults sometimes forget what it is like to face challenges on a
daily basis. We can engineer our lives in such a way as to do mostly what
feels comfortable, and avoid whatever does not come naturally. Kids in
school don't have that luxury. They are required to sit in a certain class at
a certain time on a certain day and do specific work. Some of them have
difficulty doing the work within the time constraints allowed, are unable
to write legibly, can't process information presented primarily verbally or
visually, have difficulty processing and remembering the sounds of words
(phonics) and/or can't remember how to spell the words they know how to
pronounce.

I challenge each person who reads this piece to go out and do some-
thing that they have never had success with in the past. Experience the
emotions that come up in such a challenging situation. Then remember
those feelings each time you see a child whom you have labeled as unmo-
tivated, underachieving, lazy, or stupid.

Without an empathetic teacher or parent, children with learning differ-
ences often give up hope and begin to engage in self-defeating behaviors.
If you look up the prefix "dis" in the dictionary it is defined as "deprive
of." So learning disabled children can be described as deprived of ability. I
would strongly disagree with that. They are instead people who need cer-
tain accommodations in order for their abilities to flourish. Such accommo-
dations might include: being able to take tests untimed, being able to use
computers for all written work, establishing a maximum time for home-
work each night, reducing the amount of work assigned, tutoring in school
for concepts that are taking longer to internalize, using a tape recorder in
school to record the teacher’s instructions, having the teacher present all
lessons in both a verbal and visual format, and/or allowing students to
have two sets of books so they can keep one set at home and avoid the
frustration of forgetting the book at school. 

I was able to conquer my "rope tying" disability with some perseverance
and the help of a friend. In this experience I learned that the most debili-
tating learning disability of all is to be without hope rather than without
ability. Make it a point to fail a lit-
tle yourself - you'll quickly see how
important hope is. Let's make sure
that we don't deprive children of
the hope that they need in order to
risk failure and learn.

O.F.O.F. students learn halter
knots, while instructors are
mindful of Betsy’s story!

Copyright 2001  
This is original material, not to be reproduced without the permission of the author.
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"Why don't we try it this way?" A gentle and patient voice on my right
started to tell a story about a rabbit which made sense of the disjointed
movements that I had been trying to memorize earlier. "Hold the rabbit's
tail in your right hand. Form a hole and bring the rabbit’s tail up through
the hole. The rabbit comes out of the hole - goes around the tree and back
into the hole." By memorizing the sequence of the story, I was suddenly
able to perform the moves in the proper order. The person who belonged
to the gentle voice was an environmental educator who had taught ropes
to many people of all ages over the years. 

My panic started to subside. Maybe I could learn this way.  I thanked my
friend and walked further away from the group, realizing that I needed
silence in order to say the sequence and match the rope movements at the
same time. I probably worked on this for about an hour all by myself. And
I GOT IT.

The next day I was practicing my moves right up until the moment I went
over the wall of the cliff. Going down the cliff was nothing compared to
the terror of not being able to learn what others seemed to learn so easi-
ly. I suddenly understood viscerally for the first time what children who
learn differently experience in classrooms every day. The uncertainty, the
frustration, the panic, the public SHAME, the feeling that things would not
improve. How easy it would be to just give up, act like a clown or a bully,
blame the teacher, blame the parents, or blame the dog that ate the home-
work. 

I had had enough success in my life to know that it would not be the
end of the world if I did not learn to tie the rope or to go over the wall
like the others. I stuck with it out of sheer pig headedness. Can children
really be expected to persevere in the same way when they experience fail-
ure? Without life experience that has shown them their own special niche,
that they will be good in some things and not good in others and that the
world doesn't stop with their mistakes or failures - I WONDER. 

At the end of the Outward Bound trip, we sat in a circle and talked about
our experience on the mountain. Each woman was given the name of
another and asked to talk about her contribution to the group. My review-
er started out by laughingly saying, "I know that you must be an intelligent
woman but you were a real klutz out there." (Did I forget to mention that
I fell off the trail during a night hike and threw up on everybody while
swinging from a rope many feet in the air?) She was right of course, I was
a klutz and it wasn't pretty. 

Magic happens in Horses of the Goddess.
Four days of immersion in the language of the
Horse, along with three nights of lively discus-
sion, dining and journaling transport the par-
ticipants into a world of joy and discovery. The
women and horses
partner together

to create relationships built on trust and nur-
turing, not force and fear. Concern turns to
creativity, apprehension to awareness, and
fear melts away into delight. It’s just as much
fun for those with lots of horse experience as
it is for those who have never had the treat of
communicating effectively with a horse.

GYMKHANA RESULTS
High Point Upper Level: Jackie Nelson
High Point Novice: Betsy Palmer
High Point Mighty Mustangs: Bean Shindell
High Point Power Ponies: Chelsea Holcomb

Horses of the Goddess
2005

  



 

After resting in a beautiful clearing, our fearless leaders handed out
ropes to begin the next phase of our adventure. Unless we demonstrated
that we could tie a bowline and a figure eight effectively we wouldn't be
cleared to do the rock climb the next day. "Oh, please let me climb that
sheer 100 foot wall," my brain screamed.

We stood in a circle as our leader demonstrated the sequence of move-
ments. Hold both sides of a rope parallel to one another with the right
hand holding the end of the rope and the left hand holding the rope at
a distance of one and a half feet. Cross the right rope over the left rope.
Create a loop with the right end over the left side. Hold the right hand at
the juncture of the two pieces of rope and push the right end of rope
under the left rope, leaving it to stick straight up. With the left hand cre-
ate a loop with the dangling end pointing outward so that when you're
holding that end in your left hand it will be parallel to the right rope.
Take the right rope and bring it behind the left rope and over the loop.
Have it drop down into the circle loop. The two pieces of rope should now
be in your right hand. Pull them down while pulling up on the top left
piece of rope and tighten. That's all there is to it. 

"HUUUUUUUUUH?"

"Ok," I said to myself, "the first time is bound to be tough." Fearless
leader proposes, 

"Let's try it again."  Repeat sequence. I started to hear sounds of self -
satisfaction coming from my fellow hikers."Oh, I get it. It's not so bad."
People began to step away to practice the maneuvers on their own. 

Eventually there was one lone woman standing in the circle fumbling
with her bowline. You guessed it. Yours truly. The instructor patiently pro-
ceeded to give me one on one instruction - a tried and true solution for
slow learners all over the world. I really didn't start to panic until I real-
ized that I wasn't able to remember the combination of moves even with
one on one instruction. At this point the instructor said that it was time
to go on to the next event. I felt humiliated and thought that I was the
only woman who probably wouldn't be able to do the rock climb. Instead
of "everywoman" I had become "onlywoman."

Later that night, after sipping a delicious dinner of yummy carbohy-
drate energy gel called Chocolate Outrage GU, I removed myself from the
group to work on my rope sequences.  After all, I was not a total idiot. I
was the only woman in this group who had earned a doctoral degree.
Surely I could learn a simple sequence of maneuvers designed to tie a
secure knot. I tried talking out loud to myself, I tried memorizing
sequences of lefts, rights, overs and unders. A few of my fellow hikers
noticed my endeavors and sidled over to offer encouragement. They
stood in front of me demonstrating each motion separately.  I could do it
watching them but could not generate the proper sequence on my own.
I remember saying at one point in frustration, "I just can't learn this way."
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“Psssst!! We have
some New
Arrivals!!!”

SARAH

NONI

Sarah’s Park Service
freeze brand now
stands for “NICE,

PATIENT, STEADY.”

Sarah came to us from the
Park Service! In her old job she
hauled gravel for the trail crew
and carried visiting dignitaries
into the backcountry. She worked
long and hard and learned lots of
Lovely Good Manners. Sarah is a
true delight to be around. She is
loving and kind and a peach to
ride. She is happy eating all day
out in the field and nuzzling for
licorice treats.

Dressage, dressage, dressage. Noni was a
star in dressage and has been donated to us
by Link Hibbard. Noni is a 14.1h Polish Arab.
We needed a very responsive upper level
horse for one of our students who has sur-
passed her former horse’s abilities. Noni can
be ridden with just a neck strap! She’s also
very safe and calm for our Power Ponies, and
is just the right size for our short students.

BLACKIE belongs to Roger, our
Horse Landlord, but he loves to go riding with
Priscilla. He thinks he’s a Horse Warrior, too!
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To Knot or Not: 
That is the Question

When I was in my late forties I traveled with
a group of women to North Carolina for a four day hiking/climbing trip
under the auspices of Outward Bound. I am a clinical psychologist whose
practice is concerned with diagnosing and treating children with learning
disabilities. Little did I know that on this trip I would have firsthand expe-
rience in what it feels like to be a person who learns differently.

I have always loved outdoor adventures, particularly those that occur
in wilderness. As a child my most precious moments with my father, who
was an accomplished outdoorsman, occurred in such settings: canoeing,
fishing, and camping throughout the lower 48 states. After my father
died when I was in my early forties, I started seeking out wilderness as a
way of keeping a connection with him.

Thus at 48 years of age I found myself hiking a steep trail in the
Appalachian mountains with a 50 pound pack on my back, sweating,
breathing heavily, wondering what I had gotten myself into. I should
back track for a minute.  I came of age in a time before Title Nine ensured
that money was available for the athletic development of girls. As a
result, my athleticism in high school consisted of trying to get a medical
pass from the doctor saying that I couldn't participate in gym class. I
never played on a team of any sort and didn't have a workout routine
until I was in my late forties. One Christmas my husband gave me ten ses-
sions with a personal trainer as a gift. I didn't know whether to be happy
or to belt him with my feeble arms. As it turned out, I really liked train-
ing and had done it for about a year before the Outward Bound trip.

As I huffed and puffed up the mountain I complained aloud, "What
was all of that working out for if I still feel like I am going to die?" It did
occur to me that if I hadn't trained I would probably be comatose by this
point. So up the mountain I went, feeling like I was in the transition stage
of childbirth at each step. 

GUEST WRITER: 
Betsy Hesser, Psy.D.

Betsy is a Horses of the Goddess participant
with first hand experience in learning many new

skills! She graciously allowed us to reprint her
story in the hopes that we all are mindful

of the challenges many of our students 
face on a daily basis.

NEW 
PROGRAMS

No, it’s not a terrorist exercise - it’s Trust Building
101. Mighty Mustangs is a program for former Power
Ponies participants who
want to continue to fine
tune their communication
skills, both with horses and
famillies. One exercise
requires kids and parents
to co-create a maze from
arena obstacles. Then they
have to guide each other
through it while one part-
ner is blindfolded and lead-
ing the team’s horse. It is
challenging!! Lots of good listening and patience are
required to be successful. Thanks to the expertise of our
therapist, Courtney Marvin, and excellent teaching by
Ropy, Kanga and Jackpot, our pilot went very well and
we look forward to continuing next summer.

MIGHTY MUSTANGS

OUR FAMILIES,
OUR FUTURE

Ropy, kimberly and
mckinley use all

their listening
and teaching

skills to 
successfully 

navigate
the maze

What do single mothers and horses have in common? BOUNDARIES.
Single mothers have to set them, and horses (and children) have to respect
them. In May, Horse Warriors collaborated with Our Families, Our Future,
to kick off a 5 month training session for young women to be job-ready,
obtain GEDs, set long-term goals and learn to be good parents. Starting
with ground work in the arena, the
women learned to follow through
with their intentions, pay attention to
details, use effective body language
to convey communication, and listen
to a partner who spoke no human
language. Frustrating, scary, thrilling
and ultimately empowering, the
workshop helped participants see
how similar their relationships with
their horses were to their relation-
ships with their children, and also
how to make the realtionships work
well.

 



   

The wind whispers, slicing me with
cold. The finger-like tendrils of fog twist
around my trembling legs. It is so easy to
become lost in this thick, suffocating cloud,
impossible to see far in any direction. The icy
wind brushes by, each time telling me a dif-
ferent path to take. One way leads to safety
and security, another pain. Then the wind
whips past yet again changing the paths that
were so certain moments before. Nothing is
certain, in the fog, in the dark. It seems to
take hold of you, this translucent mist, choke
and smother you until you breathe in and live
its uncertainty, its panic stricken ideas. Which
is truly the right path? What shall happen if I
choose wrongly? And so I stand, in the cold
uncertainty of the fog, waiting for the paths
to merge together.

I stand for the courage to be yourself.
Sometimes it’s raw and in your face, some-
times frustrated at how lonely and alone it is
to be authentic, to be who I am at the core,
without looking over my shoulder to see if
someone approves or disapproves. I stand for
fairness and things being truthful and equal.
Political manipulations are disgusting to me. I
stand for creatures and humans to share the
spaces and resources of the world, to be able
to have a future. I stand for people being
kind, being willing to work out problems and
differences without going to war or inflicting
pain or harm on others. Clean water, clean
air, cancer-free living spaces. I stand for
telling the truth and allowing people to
make decisions in their own best interests.
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Angels to the Rescue! ���

Vehicle Dream Comes True!
Thanks to the Incredible Generosity of an

Anonymous Donor, we now have a brand new
truck! No adding transmission fluid every morn-
ing! No slamming the doors 3 times to make
them really close! No cracked plastic poking us
in the you-know-whats! No whining heater fan!
Smooth ride for the horses!! No door dings! No
shredded carpet! Tunes!! WOW!!! We are
thrilled!! Thank You, Our Guardian Angel!!!

Special Thanks To:
OUR ANGEL 

TETON MOTORS
MIKE’S BODY SHOP

for making it all
happen!

NEW
TRUCK

Nichols Foundation Matches $6,000
Anonymous Donor Challenge

The Nichols Foundation, on behalf of Peter and Amy Coxhead, gener-
ously matched a $6,000 anonymous challenge grant this summer for Horse
Warriors. The challenge had to be met by July 31, 2005. Peter and Amy, loyal
supporters of The White Horse Social, (and lovers of finger paint stains on
their children’s summer clothing) came to the rescue. The funds support sum-
mer horse pasture fees, financial aid, and program development.
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What I stand For: Horse crazy, Horse lover, Animal crazy, Animal life,
animals is a part of my soul. No animals, hard life. My animal jungle soul
describes me the most - not girly-girl. Nothing but animals, friends and
family. They are my puzzle pieces put together which is shaped like my
heart. God gives me pieces of the puzzle as I go on in life. He gives me
random life pieces for me to put together throughout life. It is like a mys-
tery to solve as we move higher in life.

My limits: My limits are so little then they are so big. I am limited to
what kind of fun I want. I don't want to go the bad way so I work hard
and try hard to stay in my boundaries and keep straight. My boundaries
are not so big because there is a lot of bad things out there that you need
to know how to react, defend, protect, help, and be safe. You need to
know how to say no. When it comes to certain questions, know what's
right from wrong, good or bad, how to react, attitude, etc. My bound-
aries are big on the weekends with my family because I know I am safe
and I won't be so frustrated and  so tightened in my muscles. I have the
courage to say no. Now the only time I get tightened up in my muscles
and buffed is when I protect my friends, family, and Myself.

I am flying toward a world where everyone is
treated equal. There will always be hate and
anger and all those other things. There will
always be people who don’t think before they
act, but we can try to avoid that as much as pos-
sible, can’t we? People in other countries aren’t
so self centered as Americans are. They know
what they want and if they try hard enough they
can usually get it. That is possible for anyone. I
feel that someone somewhere has the power to
make it happen. Maybe even I do. Wait. That’s
not true. ANYONE has the power if they perse-
vere and have patience. It doesn’t take a genius.
You can pick anyone off the street if they have
the right moral values. And if they don’t, HEY!
Can’t you try to help them learn it? Why not.
Back to that universal question. Why not. I wish
that people would think about that more often.
WHY NOT?

GRANTS • GRANTS • GRANTS
What’s the best use of a computer for any non-profit? Writing Grants!!

That’s what we do during the cold, winter months at Horse Warriors - write
grants to support all the good work we do in the field.

This year, as always, we would like to thank all the many foundations
and service organizations who share their resources with us through a variety
of interests in our programs: 

The Community Foundation of Jackson Hole:
Winter Board Horse Care Grant

The Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation
(on behalf of the Steve and Sara Brandenburg Foundation):
Scholarship

Kiwanis of Jackson Hole:
Scholarship

Rotary Foundation of Jackson Hole:
Equipment and Scholarship

VSAArts of Wyoming:
“Everybody Has a Story” Arts Program

Cultural Council of Jackson Hole
(Arts for All):
“Everybody Has a Story” Arts Program

March 31: Applications for all programs and scholarships 
are due in the Horse Warriors office

April 15: Notification of acceptance and scholarships
April 22: Animal Partners presentation at Fairgrounds
May 20: Volunteer training - call to participate
June 7-10: Horses of the Goddess Spring Class
June 12: Horse Warriors Sessions begin
June 13: Power Ponies and Mighty Mustangs begins
July 25: White Horse Social fundraiser at Fairgrounds
August 26: Gymkhana at Wilson Arena
September 9: Old BIll’s Fun Run
September 20-23: Horses of the Goddess Fall Class (tentative)
October 2: Discussion Groups and School Tutoring begin
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It was an ordinary day when they left me.
I can remember the sun out. There wasn’t any
clouds in the sky. My older sister _____ made
breakfast just like every other day. I had to
wake my brother _____ and my other sister
_____. If we weren’t up in time then we
would have to do more work around the
house. Not that that didn’t matter ‘cause we
had to do whatever work my grandparents
wanted us to do. They didn’t get up until
noon so we had time to do work. When we
were done, we went out and played with our
dog who just had puppies in the back yard,
but that didn’t stop them from coming and
taking us. They stormed through the house
past my angry grandmother and grandfather
and my cousin who was living there. They
came to the back door and all my relatives
were yelling at us to run, but _____ was
falling behind, so I ran back and pulled him
up, but we were caught by the people who
were trying to catch us. Why were they doing
this? Where were we going? Why can’t we
stay? These thoughts were all going through
me. Then finally one of them spoke and said,
“You are safe now.”

“What do you mean by that?”

“You’re not going to get hit any more.”

The big journey began and we ended up
getting adopted.

I know where I am now is a lot better than
my real home and I know that I am safe.
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PONY

PAINTING

The following sponsors brought you
an unforgettable evening of:

Gooey Finger Paint ,  
Dripping Chocolate Sauce,

Gummy Bears ,  Oreos ,  M&Ms, 
Chopped Nuts ,  Whipped Cream, 

Foot Stompin ’ Music ,  
Chi ldhood Del ight

and a Very Small Amount 
of Horse Manure . . .
Hoback Sports 

Lower Valley Energy
First Interstate Bank 

Mike’s Body Shop 
Sotheby’s

Hard Drive Cafe 
Domino’s

KMTN 
Laurie Interiors 
The Art Advisor 

Wyoming West Designs
Antler Inn 

Farm Bureau Insurance
Auto Brokers 

Smith’s & Albertson’s

Thanks to Jenny
May for organizing

EVERYTHING!

The 3rd Annual White Horse
Social was another fabulous success!
Kids and parents painted horses for
2 hours straight, to the lively  music
of the Terry Bart Band and Lori
Carlson. Silent auction items flew
out of the Fiddler’s Tent, gracing
lucky bidders with a year’s supply of
dinners, activities, clothing, col-
lectibles and a wide variety of serv-
ices. It was a happy, alcohol-free
event for families and kids of all
ages. And all the paint washed off!
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I would like to fly from one point to another. Fly around the world, and
while flying around the world explore and discover. Look at the nice places I
can go. France, Paris, Germany, Tropical Rain Forest, wilderness, desert, to
nice sunny beaches, over the bluish-green oceans, Australia to see kangaroos,
the North and South Pole to see penguins & polar bears, go to a forest to see
koala bears, giraffes, zebras and more. I would like to fly away from danger
like war with Iraq, and the bomb threats at the middle school and high
school. I would like to fly away to visit my family, learn Dutch, discover my
cultural background (which is
Irish, German and American
Indian). I would like to fly and
see my dad in Wisconsin. I would
like to fly away to Neverland and
hang with Peter Pan. I would like
to fly away to a fantasy world
and create a fantasy life. I would
like to fly away from (_____) for-
ever...

I am flying towards a dream
that doesn’t seem to be getting
closer. No matter how hard I try,
for me it is never enough. So
many expectations. It’s so hard to
reach that one glimmer of light that some days I want to scream and hide
away to try and escape it. But I see that glimmer every night before I go to
bed, outside my window. I feel the pressure when I look at my siblings and
think of my future. What path will I take, at the forked road which side will
I tread? When I fly I feel myself flying toward my dreams, the dreams of my
future. Will it be star studded? Will I be remembered as someone great when
I am gone? Or will I simply be like bones turned to dust? Forgotten.

“This morning I really
liked that everyone
brought their hearts
and courage with them.
I really liked that the
horses trusted their
people so well.“

Thanks to You, The White Horse Social
made over $8000!

Terry Bart & Band • City Kids Wilderness Project •
TC Fair Board • Meadow Gold • Dairy Queen • Yippy-I-O
Candy • Kmart • Bagel Jax  • Burke’s Chophouse • Bob
Caesar • Martha Best  • Alison Brush • Blue Lion • Gun
Barrel Steakhouse • Mountain High Pizza Pie • Main
Event • Rendezvous Bistro • Bubba’s • Bunnery •
Cascade • Chili Pepper Grill • Harvest • Horse Creek
Station • Jedediah’s • Pearl Street Bagels • NYC Sub
Shop • Pizza Hut • Village Café • Tiger Tan • Camp Creek
• Thai Me Up • Illuminati Board Shop • Jolly Jumbuck •
Teton Thai • Dorlyn Talcott • Aimee Epps • McNeill
Watson • Karen Rasmussen • Dondi Tondro • Kim Young •
Nancy Arkin • Valerie Seaberg • Sarah Sturges •
Global Treasures • Changes • Haagen-Dazs • Travis
Rice • Amangani Grille • Nani’s Pasta House • Pica’s •
Snake River Grille • Million Dollar Cowboy
Steakhouse • Snow King Alpine Slide  • Anthony’s  • Bar
J Chuckwagon  • Down On Glen  • Mangy Moose • Old
Yellowstone Garage  • Off Broadway • Shades Café  •
Snake River Lodge  • Sweetwater  • Teton Pines-Golf  •
Teton Steakhouse  • Wort-Silver Dollar  • Carol Black
• Grand Teton Photo • Teton Traders • Susan Drew  •
The Store at Fish Creek • JH Traders  • Toys & Togs  •
Bobbi Eva/Cowboy Photography • Master’s Studio  •
Flat Creek Saddle • Ginger Root  • Teton Sports Club
• Flower Hardware • Skinny Skis • Rue De Bijoux •
Shear Dimensions  • Pure  • Teton Pines Tennis Center
• JH Golf & Tennis  • Valley Book Store • Lori Carlson

Speaking of
Sweets...

our beloved riding
instructor, Janet,

makes these incredible
little (Big) treats and
donates a portion of
her profits to Us! So

call her up and indulge
all your chocolate
cravings  - and help

feed the Horses, too!

                      



As part of our involvement with the Teton County Task Force on
Substance Abuse Prevention, Horse Warriors™ is asking all our parents
and adult supporters in the community to join with us in setting appropri-
ate role models for our youth. Many of you are aware that Teton County’s
controlled and illegal substance use among minors is above the norm for
both the state and nation. We also have a very high perception that adults
in the community condone and support this behavior.

Horse Warriors™ has been committed to providing alcohol-free
fundraisers to demonstrate that it is possible to have fun without drink-
ing. We are saddened at the recent injuries and losses in our community
due to both underage and adult drinking and driving.

It is a misconception that parents and children can’t have great fun
together. Certainly adolescence is a time when children are separating
and individuating from their parents. But this can be accomplished with
love and compassion, not just tears and strife. Humans have evolved into
societies by learning from role models. To create a new generation of
mature and responsible parents, we must model those skills to our chil-
dren.

Parents make a difference! Children learn
their behaviors and attitudes primarily in the home. We are asking you, as
adults, to follow these simple guidelines and give your kids a chance to
learn good habits from the people they know best - YOU!!

• Don’t provide alcohol to your children or their friends, even on
a limited basis

• Don’t allow your children to host or attend parties which are 
unsupervised by adults

• Don’t send a mixed message - if you are drinking at a party or
an event yourself, take a cab home 

• Talk with your children about what goes on with their peers
• Provide alternative venues for fun without alcohol or drugs 

such as river trips, museum parties, movie nights, music 
jam sessions, hikes - use your imagination and involve 
your children in the brainstorming

• Take part in your children’s fun times
• Set clear boundaries and follow through with consequences
• Listen more and lecture less

Statistics show that 1 out of 10 drinkers runs the risk of becoming an
alcoholic. For children from alcoholic families, the risk increases to 1 out
of 4 (Curran-Seeley Foundation). Let’s work together to keep everyone
safe! 

When I ride I think about how peace-
ful I feel. All other thoughts leave my
mind. I don't need to worry about any of
my troubles. I am one with my horse. I love
to smell the air, feel the breeze on my
face. When I ride, I realize how lucky I am.
I get to live in a beautiful place, and those
who live in the city might never see any-
thing like what I get to see every day.
Many people haven't even seen a horse,
let alone had a chance to ride one.

If I go deep into my dream of senses,
there is a part reserved for horses. If you
look at them one way, they are simple, but
take a second glance and they are compli-
cated. They have small brains and cannot
even convert their memories. However, they
can feel what you feel and know what you
know. All horses are interesting. All horses
have stories. All horses are different in their
own, unique ways. Unless you have known a
horse very well, you will not know what I am
talking about when I say that horses have
personalities. Unlike humans, horses like
something or they don't and know some-
thing or they don't. You can learn so much
from one horse. Not only will you learn their
story and personality, but you will learn
more about your own. In my mind, my
dream, my imagination a horse is the only
thing I can ever be sure of.
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“An ounce of mother is
worth a pound of clergy.”

Spanish Proverb
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Whistling Winds, Rippling Manes

I am flying across the vacant field near my house. Feet pound the solid
earth, leaping stones, weed bunches, gullies. I am sinuous along an
uneven passage. Vibrations fill my legs, hips, chest filling, heaving.
Lunging, my whole body buzzes the hard fluid rhythm.

I want to reach the open ground, meet my rider, feel the rope at my
waist. Pulling my rider along, I will toss us both to the heavens. Joy.

My friend Leslie stands up ahead, waiting. A light rope dangles in her
hands. The wind gusts, lifts my hair. I shake my head, forcing air between
loose lips. A whinny breaks free. I dash to her, prancing.

Leslie is sick a lot. I don't understand it, except that her kidneys have
problems. I don't think about it much. I just wait for the invitations that
come on the good days, love her - and play when we can, share secrets,
hold councils. Our main council is a constant. It is the Council of the
Horse. This is the rare day we can play, rarer still that we can run and rush
and be our wild selves, together. We have been let loose with caution, but
let loose all the same.

Leslie wants a horse. Badly. And finally her family has been able to
adopt a wild filly, taken from the herds of the Red Desert. I am still
shocked by my first visit to her stable.The smells mixing manure, horse
sweat, a litter of kittens, hay and all the tools of horse care rubbed against
my senses, confusing. An aversion to the smells, the closed spaces of barn,
stalls, corral and the multiple tasks of care for the captive horses, the cap-
tured filly, ripple through my body, leave me feeling dull, breathless. I
understand absolutely in those moments that I do not want to "have" a
horse, that I do not want the responsibility for "having" a horse. The
knowledge confuses me at a level so deep I cannot know yet what it
means.

Today, my feet are hooves pounding the earth. I run, kick my heels,
buck, paw the air, tossing my head, shaking my hair. The wind tousles and
pushes. Thrilling, I meet Leslie, accept the reins of my rider, rope quickly
encircling my waist. And I run again, willing and wild and free.

Help Us Keep Up 
All the Good Work!

Annual Giving to Horse Warriors Helps Us:
Improve Life Skills for Kids and Families
Teach Responsibility and Accountability

Provide Financial Aid to Students
Care for Our 13 Program Horses

Maintain Equipment • Develop Programs
Support Our Community Through Service

Please Sign Me uP As A Supporter

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY, STATE, ZIP:

PHONE:

DONATION AMOUNT:
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My explanation for my scroll:
In my central nest, I have written "NO." It is
necessary in life to learn to say no strongly.

Not saying no is what keeps many people captive in
their own lives, doing and saying things they don't

really want to. It is a trap that many of us fall into and
cannot get out of so I have made a strong, safe nest

built around "NO." Every now and then, "MAYBE”
feathers float into the nest. They will soon be

carried off into the wind and it is your
responsibility to honestly turn them into a yes or no.

N
E
S
T
S

Students
created

Scrolls with
the theme of
a “nest.” The

nest con-
tained ele-
ments that
made them
feel safe,
and also

things they
might want
to now live

without. 

I stand for equality. I stand for kindness and care. I stand for people who
don’t have anything against you because of what you wear, who else your
friends are, etc. I have friends who don’t like each other, and I don’t like my
friend’s friends. Luckily, my friends accept that, but I know that there are
people out in our world who don’t understand. We have a lot of violence in
our world. Where does it come from? We have violent video games, TV
shows, etc. Why? That seems like a universal question that will never be
answered. Why, why, why? I don’t know. Poverty, prejudice, violence, etc.
Why don’t we put more thoughts into our actions? Would our world be a
better place  if people had had better educations or if they were better in
formed? That’s another question that can never be answered. Why not? Is
there anything wrong with stopping to think? I don’t see anything wrong
with it. I don’t. Do you? That’s the question.

Visitation
Privileges

Please come visit us at the arena next June! We would love to show
you all the many activities we use in the arena to build strong relationships
with our horses and our families. You can call the office to schedule an
observation day:

733-7464

               



 

Arena Activities:
Groundwork 

Bareback Riding
Obstacle Work

Students Teaching Their
Parents Horsemanship

Independent Riding  
Peer Mentoring

Jumping
Games

Arena Based
Programs Include:

Power Ponies
Mighty Mustangs
Horse Warriors 

(Intro: Level 1)
(Refresher: Level 2-4)
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The ”Everybody Has A Story” Project

Hats off and pencils raised to VSA Arts of Wyoming
and Teton County’s Arts for All programs!! We thank
them for collaborating with us through a grant to focus
on stories through art and writing. This past year our
students met in discussion groups and out on the trail to
explore who they were through the stories they carried
with them. 

Guest artist Cate Cabot met regularly to help inspire
student writing through flow exercises, collage and brief
intro bits which students could run with however they
liked. Even the most reluctant writers let their imagina-
tions step forward and brought out great pieces to share
with their groups. 

V
S
A
Arts
of
Wyoming
&
Arts
for
All

The project began in our discussion
groups when we talked about one of
our rescue horses who came to us very
abused. We knew little about the cir-
cumstances of his past, but he was clear-
ly afraid of people. In speculating about

Toner’s reasons for his behavior, we began seeing that
all of us had some parts of our histories that were
unknown or unshared. As we began to share them, we
came to see each person as an individual who had a dif-
ferent life experience, even though we may have grown
up in the same town. Not only did we hear our differ-
ences, but we also heard our similarities, and through
that were able to find more common ground than we
had expected.

This issue contains some of the writings from the
project. All are presented anonymously. Many of them
could belong to each of us. We hope you enjoy reading
them.
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JACKIE: Professional Singing Debut at Warbirds Cafe
RYLYN: New Job at Albertson’s to support her NEW HORSE
HILLARY:  Western Region J-4 Alpine Ski Championships 
KENDRA: Artistic Design:The Refuge Career Training 

Corps
BETSY: Grand Champion 4-H Presentation  
KIRA: People to People Seminar Nominee, Washington, DC
KESTREL: 5th Place: Northwest Pacific Region Ice Skating 

Championships 
BLANCA: Multiple JHHS Swim Team Firsts
SAMI: “String Fest” Performance with Utah Symphony 

guest conductor Barbara Scowcroft
AUSTIN: ”Dead Eye” Marksmanship Shooting (working 

towards Olympics) 

2005 Milestones
STARTING Bare Back
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Raptor Visit Sparks
Art and Discussion

Piercing yellow eyes locked onto
the Horse Warriors students as they
sat motionless in the dimly lit room. A
great Horned Owl, a Peregrine Falcon
and a Red Tailed Hawk took turns
staring intently at every subtle move-
ment in the strange surroundings.

A visit with Roger Smith, Director
of the Raptor Fund, included stories of
how each of the wounded or rejected
birds had found their way to his
refuge. Horse Warriors students
shared their own experiences of learn-
ing how to communicate with animals
( their horses) without words. They
found that their experiences of build-
ing trust were similar to what Roger
had to do to be able to work with the
wounded wild birds. While they dis-

cussed the moral dilemma of captive wild animals, the students sketched the
birds. Roger showed the intricately made tiny hoods each bird wore while
traveling to protect its head and to help keep it calm in strange surroundings. 

Farewells, Thank Yous, and Welcomes
We sadly bid Farewell to two of our long-time 

Board Members:
Kathie Brazinski and Alison Brush

who are going to be sorely  missed,
and extend a Hearty Welcome to:

Margot Belden, Mark Hassler and Faith May
who have already generously donated much time and assistance 

Farewells and Welcomes

Mark Hassler and Faith May
who have already generously donated much time and assistance 

Margot Belden
who have already generously donated much time and assistance 

                     



    

ANGELS

Cheryl & Neil Saunders. Scott & JoAnne Shervin.
Debbie Schlinger. Monica Overly. Susan Juvelier.
Debbie & Mark Hassler. Dan & MJ Forman. Spring
Creek Animal Hospital. Ann Harvey. Laughery
Investments. 49er Inn. Belden-O’Brien Investments.
Bobbi & Jim Moses. Joni & Rob Weed. Stephanie & Mike
Brennan. Jane & Ed Lavino. Nancy & Chuck Resor.
Petie Bennett. Robert C. Moeller III. Charles
Resor/Southways Foundation. Kira Brazinski. Austin
Stotts. Jackie Nelson. Samantha Wittig. Betsy
Palmer. Hillary Lavino. Blanca Trigg. RyLyn Lippold.
Sandy & Dick Shuptrine. Kathie & John Brazinski.
Betsy & Jim Hesser. Betty Baril. Alison Brush. Patsy
& David Raaum. Link Hibbard. Nancy & Dan Clancy.
The Wood Family. The Frederick Singer & Elizabeth
Albrecht Singer Foundation. Eric C. Schmidt Trust.
Reba Bass. Kathy & Milton Karahadian. Catherine
Tallichet. Janet Garrett. Gannett. Laura & Todd
Seeton. Safaa & Jim Darwiche. Allan
Jones/Crescent H Ranch. F. David Chavez & Rhea
Lewis. Mark Houser. Suzanne Young. Puzzleface
Ranch. Joan & John Haseltine. Mike, Cheri, Jeffrey &
Katy Witz. S2RT Construction. Mark Barron & Ruth
Ann Petroff. Gertrude Brennan. Loretta Scott.
Priscilla Marden. Alice Nicol. Ebbet. Tony Panarisi &
Panarisi Cabinetworks. Catherine Smith. Julia Smith.
Martha & William Best. Jennifer Dorsey Marschak.
Adrienne & John Mars. Carol & Bill Black. Carol &
Dennis Berryman. Claire McConaughy. Maggie & Dan
Land. Roger Seherr-Thoss. Pam Moss. Cristina
Mormorunni. Liz Lockhart. Alex Schechter. Faith
May. Susan Drew. Jenny May. Mike’s Body Shop. Travis
Rice. The Raptor Fund. Hoback Sports. Albertson’s.
Smith’s. Sotheby’s. Lower Valley Energy. Hard Drive
Cafe. Laurie Interiors. Wyoming West Designs.
Antler Inn. Farm Bureau. The Art Advisor. KMTN.
Auto Brokers. Domino’s. Mary Ford. Cate Cabot.
Scott Carter. 4A Engraving. Master’s Studio. Susan
& Russ Magarity. TC Sheriff’s Department. Ken &
Bobbi Eva. Trevor Eva. Lorna Miller. TC Fair Board.
Parks & Rec. Ken & Barbara Lady. The Kinrich Family.
Suzanne Duckworth. Gale Summer. City Kids
Wilderness Project. Lori Carlson. Terry Bart Band.
Tom & Julie Hoover. Kendra Hoover & JD. Jill
Qunilan. Jennifer Spencer. BJ Reed. Casey Shaw.
Eleanor Porter. Teton Motors. Haagen Dazs. Hawk.
Suka. Wyatt. Jackpot. Tahoe. Rooster. Kanga. Ropy.
Noni. Sarah. Toner. Graine. Kasey Glasgow. John &
Susan Drew.  

STORY
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Our Mission:

To help create a safer and more 
sane world through empowering  
young people, individuals, and 

families to live and act with 
kindness, compassion, and 
wisdom in all facets of life.

Horse Warriors™
P.O. Box 602

Jackson •  WY • 83001
(307) 733.7464
(307) 690.6124

www.horsewarriors.com
horsewarriors@wyoming.com

Board of Directors
Margot Belden
Mark Hassler

Faith May
Ruth Ann Petroff

Cheri Witz

Staff
Priscilla Marden

Executive Director
NARHA Certified Instructor

Jenny May
White Horse Social Director

Courtney Marvin
Power Ponies Therapist

Volunteer Instructors
Martha Best: Power Ponies
Liz Lockhart: Power Ponies

Cristina Mormorunni: Horse Warriors
Janet Garrett: Horse Warriors

Pam Moss: Power Ponies
Faith May: Power Ponies

Horse Warriors™
is a 501(c)(3)

Wyoming Corporation
and an Operating Center Member 

of NARHA and EFMHA

“Sometimes a person needs a
story more than food to stay

alive. That  is why we put
these stories in each other’s
memory. This  is how people

care for themselves."
- BADGER

Crow and Weasel, by Barry Lopez

What makes a story, but our
experience of an event? And doesn’t our
experience drive who we are in the world?
Aren’t our stories, therefore, an integral
part of how we create ourselves for others
to see? We write them down, speak them
over the phone, email them to friends and
whisper them in the dark. We use them as
incentives to become stronger, more cer-
tain, more demonstrative of who imagine
we can be. 

In this issue, as we share stories
from each of our experiences, we invite
you to witness the words of who we are
and why, and to ponder the adage, “It’s
impossible to hate a man once you know
his story.” We use our stories to bond us
together in our sameness, to celebrate our
differences as the gifts we are to creation,
and to inspire others to gather together
the many facets of their own lives, and
create a story and a life so compelling that
all of us will remember it forever.

                               



Horse Warriors™
Unlocking Successses...One Kid at a Time

Post Office Box 602
Jackson • WY 83001

Everybody 
Has A Story
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